
Meet	the	New	and	Improved	GorillaPod™	Line!	
In	2006,	JOBY	revolu2onized	crea2vity	with	the	first	ever	flexible	tripod,	the	GorillaPod.		Now,	
with	over	10	million	sold,	we‘ve	made	them	even	beIer	with	new	designs	featuring	our	signature	
ball	and	socket	joint	legs	and	rubberized	grip	rings,	plus	new	models	with	stainless	steel	reinforced	
ballheads	with	90°	2lt,	perfect	for	shoo2ng	in	landscape	or	portrait	mode!	
•  FLEXIBLE:		Flexible	legs	wrap	around	objects	for	unlimited	angles	and	precise	composi2on	

control	
•  STABLE:		Rubberized	ring	and	foot	grips	provide	stability	on	uneven	surfaces	for	crisp,	clear	

photos	
•  VERSATILE:		Mount	a	variety	of	devices	from	point-and-shoot,	ac2on,	360,	mirrorless	and	DSLR	

cameras	plus	flashes,	video	lights	or	any	device	with	a	standard	¼”-20	mount	



Grip	it.		Wrap	it.		Stand	it.		
The	top	choice	of	leading	journalists	and	vloggers,	the	GorillaPod™	is	changing	the	content	
crea2on	game	for	good.		The	epitome	of	flexibility,	GorillaPod	operates	in	3	content	crea2on	
modes:	
1.  GRIP	IT:		Ideal	for	interviews	and	selfies	
2.  WRAP	IT:		Flexible	legs	wrap	around	objects	for	unlimited	angles	and	precise	composi2on	

control		
3.  STAND	IT:		Adapts	to	virtually	any	surface	
	



		

Features & Benefits 

GorillaPod™ Magnetic Mini 

The redesigned GorillaPod 
Magnetic Mini is a portable, 
compact tripod that offers a 
multitude of mounting solutions for 
your mobile phone, point-and-
shoot or action video camera.  
Simply stick it to anything 
magnetic, adjust the frame and 
shoot! 
 
Designed for: Point & Shoot 
Cameras, Action Cameras, 
GripTight Phone Mount, Video 
Light 

Connection: ¼”-20 standard tripod 
mount
 
Materials: proprietary ABS Plastic, 
N35 Neodymium Magnets, 
Stainless Steel, TPE 

Colors: Black/Charcoal/Red
 
Product Weight: 1.31oz / 37g

Weight Capacity: 325g 
 
Product Dimensions 
(WxDxH) 3.50 x 3.50 x 9.50 cm

Manufacture Warranty  
One Year Warranty

 

• Evolved:  The next generation of 
the GorillaPod Mini Magnetic, the 
GorillaPod Magnetic Mini features 
super strong magnetic feet that 
adhere securely to all types of metal 
objects while flexible leg joints 
provide stability on uneven surfaces 

• Flexible:  Adjustable tripod neck 
allows quick position changes while 
flexible legs wrap around objects for 
unlimited angles and precise 
composition control 

• Versatile:  Mount point-and-shoot 
cameras, lighting, microphone, Pico 
projector, speaker, any device 
weighing up to 325 grams with a 
¼”-20 tripod mount or smartphone 
using JOBY GripTight mount 

• Portable:  Compact & lightweight 
(weighs in at less than 2 oz) for 
easy transport in pocket, handbag 
or backpack 

• Patented: Often copied, never 
duplicated. 

 

Redesigned	-	Our	Smallest	MagneKc	Stand!	

Replaces:	GorillaPod	Mini	Magne2c	



		

Features & Benefits 

GorillaPod™ 325                       

The next generation of the 
GorillaPod Original!  The 
GorillaPod 325 is perfect for 
compact cameras and devices 
weighing less than 1 lb (325 
grams).  New stainless steel 
reinforced ball head and 90° tilt 
allow you to easily transition from 
portrait to landscape mode.  This 
unique, flexible stand functions as 
a grip, tripod or wrapping mount. 
 
Designed for: Point & Shoot 
Cameras, Action Cameras, 
GripTight Phone Mount, Video 
Light 

Connection: ¼”-20 standard tripod 
mount
 
Materials: proprietary ABS Plastic, 
Stainless Steel, TPE 

Colors: Black/Charcoal
 
Product Weight: 1.83oz / 52g

Weight Capacity: 325g 
 
Product Dimensions 
(WxDxH) 3.50 x 3.50 x 17.50cm 

Manufacture Warranty  
One Year Warranty

 

• Evolved:  New stainless steel 
reinforced ball head with 90° tilt is 
perfect for shooting in portrait or 
landscape mode for FaceTime, 
livestreaming and selfies 

• Flexible:  Wrappable legs wrap 
around objects for unlimited angles 
and precise composition control 

• Versatile:  Mount point-and-shoot 
cameras, lighting, microphone, Pico 
projector, speaker, any device 
weighing up to 325 grams with a  
¼”-20 tripod mount or smartphone 
using JOBY GripTight mount 

• Portable:  Compact & lightweight 
(weighs in at less than 2 oz) for 
easy transport in pocket, handbag 
or backpack 

• Strong:  Holds devices weighing up 
to 325 grams 

• Stable:  Rubberized ring and foot 
grips provide enhanced stability in 
difficult terrain 

• Durable:  Over 100 plastic 
compounds tested to identify the 
best material for optimal feel and 
reliability 

• Patented:  Often copied, never 
duplicated 

Redesigned	-	The	Original,	Award	Winning	Flexible	Tripod	

Replaces:	GorillaPod	Original	



		

Features & Benefits 

GorillaPod™ Magnetic 325                       

The redesigned, compact 
GorillaPod Magnetic 325 tripod 
offers all the diverse set-up options 
of the original with super strong 
magnetic feet that allow you to 
attach your smartphone, point-and-
shoot or action cam to any 
magnetic surface.  Easily shoot in 
landscape or portrait mode with the 
new built-in ball head with 90° tilt.  
Supports compact camera and 
devices weighing less than 1 lb. 
 
Designed for: Point & Shoot 
Cameras, Action Cameras, 
GripTight Phone Mount, Video 
Light 

Connection: ¼”-20 standard tripod 
mount
 
Materials: proprietary ABS Plastic, 
N35 Neodymium Magnets, 
Stainless Steel, TPE 

Colors: Black/Charcoal/Red
 
Product Weight: 2.18oz / 62g

Weight Capacity: 325g 
 
Product Dimensions 
(WxDxH) 3.50 x 3.50 x 17.00cm 

Manufacture Warranty  
One Year Warranty

 

• Evolved: New stainless steel 
reinforced ball head with 90° tilt is 
perfect for shooting in portrait or 
landscape mode for FaceTime, 
livestreaming and selfies 

• Stable:  Super strong magnetic feet 
adhere securely to all types of metal 
objects while flexible leg joints 
provide stability on uneven surfaces 

• Flexible:  Frictional ball head allows 
quick position changes while flexible 
legs wrap around objects for 
unlimited angles and precise 
composition control 

• Versatile:  Mount point-and-shoot 
cameras, lighting, microphone, Pico 
projector, action cam, any device 
weighing up to 325 grams with a 
¼”-20 tripod mount or smartphone 
using JOBY GripTight mount 

• Portable:  Compact & lightweight 
(weighs in at just over 2 oz) for easy 
transport in pocket, handbag or 
backpack 

• Strong:  Holds devices weighing up 
to 325 grams 

• Patented:  Often copied, never 
duplicated 

Redesigned	–	Our	Most	Popular	MagneKc	Stand!	

Replaces:	GorillaPod	Magne2c	



		

Features & Benefits 

GorillaPod™ 500 

Brand new size!  A more robust 
version of the new GorillaPod 325, 
the GorillaPod 500 features 
premium grade ABS GorillaPod 
and built in ballhead with 90° 
degree cut out for portrait shots 
with the added ability to hold 
devices weighing up to 1 pound 
(500 grams).  Though lightweight 
and compact, this tripod is perfect 
for heavier, more feature-rich pro 
point-and-shoot cameras like the 
Sony RX100 or PowerShot G7 X. 
 
Designed for: High-performance 
Sub-compact Cameras, Video 
Light, any device under 500g 

Connection: ¼”-20 standard tripod 
mount
 
Materials: proprietary ABS Plastic, 
Stainless Steel, TPE 

Colors: Black/Charcoal
 
Product Weight: 2.79oz / 79g

Weight Capacity: 500g 
 
Product Dimensions 
(WxDxH) 6.50 x 6.50 x 38.50cm 

Manufacture Warranty  
One Year Warranty

 

• Flexible:  Flexible legs wrap around 
objects for unlimited angles and 
precise composition control 

• Modern:  New stainless steel 
reinforced ballhead with 90° tilt, 
perfect for shooting in portrait or 
landscape mode for FaceTime, 
livestreaming and selfies 

• Versatile:  Mount point-and-shoot 
cameras, lighting, microphone, Pico 
projector, action cam, speaker, any 
device weighing less than 1 lb with a  
¼”-20 tripod mount or smartphone 
using JOBY GripTight mount 

• Portable:  Compact & lightweight 
(weighs in at just under 3 oz) for 
easy transport in pocket, handbag 
or backpack 

• Strong:  Holds devices weighing up 
to 500 grams 

• Stable: Rubberized ring and foot 
grips provide enhanced stability in 
difficult terrain 

• Durable: Over 100 plastic 
compounds tested to identify the 
best material for optimal feel and 
reliability 

• Patented: Often copied, never 
duplicated 

New	Size!	Perfect	for	Today’s	High-Performance	Compact	Cameras	

New	size	between	GorillaPod	325	and	1K!	



		

Features & Benefits 

GorillaPod™ 1K Kit 

Premium grade ABS GorillaPod 
and compact ball head support 
compact mirrorless cameras and 
devices weighing up to 2.2 lbs.  
Can be configured for still 
photography, cinematography, 
vlogging or live streaming in 3 
modes: grip, wrap or stand. 
 
Designed for: Mirrorless cameras, 
flashes and video lights or any 
device with a ¼”-20 mount that 
weighs under 2.2 pounds 

Connection: ¼”-20 standard tripod 
mount
 
Materials: Aluminum, ABS Plastic, 
Stainless Steel, TPE 

Colors: Black/Charcoal
 
Product Weight: 6.95oz / 197g

Weight Capacity: 1Kg 
 
Product Dimensions 
(WxDxH) 5.50 x 5.00 x 26.00cm 

Manufacture Warranty  
One Year Warranty

 

Gorillapod 1K Stand 
•  Flexible:  Grip it.  Wrap it.  Stand it.  Wrappable 

legs allow you to secure professional camera 
equipment to virtually any surface 

• Versatile:  Mount mirrorless cameras, flashes, 
speakers, video lights or any device weighing less 
than 1 kg (2.2 lbs) with a ¼”-20 tripod mount 

• Portable:  Compact & lightweight for easy transport 
in pocket, handbag or backpack 

• Strong:  Holds devices weighing up to 1 kg (2.2 
lbs) 

• Stable:  Rubberized ring and foot grips provide 
enhanced stability in difficult terrain 

• Durable:  Over 100 plastic compounds tested to 
identify the best material for optimal feel and 
reliability 

• Patented:  Often copied, never duplicated 

BallHead 1K 

• Precise:  360° panning bed and 90° tilt for optimal 
position control 

• Versatile:  Mount compact mirrorless cameras, 
strobes, flash or video lighting, microphone, Pico 
projector, speaker or any other ¼”-20 device 
weighing under 2.2 lbs 

• Modular:  Works with JOBY pro-level accessories 
including GripTight PRO Mounts, GorillaPod Arms 
and Hub Adapter that allow for mounting GoPro 
adapters, flash clips, lighting and microphones 

• Evolved:  Removable mini ballhead can be used on 
GorillaPod 1K or standard tripod with ¼”-20 mount 

New!		JOBY’s	Most	Compact	SoluKon	for	Content	Creators	

Replaces:	GorillaPod	Hybrid	Tripod	



		

Features & Benefits 

GorillaPod™ 3K Kit 

Premium grade ABS GorillaPod 
plus precision engineered ball 
head with quick release clip and 
bubble level.  Can be configured 
for still photography, videography, 
vlogging or live streaming in 3 
modes: grip, wrap or stand.  
Supports DSLR/mirrorless 
cameras and devices weighing up 
to 6.6 lbs. 
 
Designed for: DSLR cameras, 
flashes and video lights or any 
device with a ¼”-20 mount that 
weighs under 6.6 pounds

Connection: ¼”-20 Standard 
Tripod Mount
 
Materials: Machined Aluminum, 
proprietary ABS Plastic, Stainless 
Steel, TPE 

Colors: New! Black/Charcoal/Red
 
Product Weight: 13.86oz /393g

Weight Capacity: 3kg 
 
Product Dimensions 
(WxDxH) 6.50 x 6.00 x 30.50 cm
Manufacture Warranty  
One Year Warranty

 

GorillaPod 3K Stand  

•  Flexible:  Grip it.  Wrap it.  Stand it.  Wrappable legs 
allow you to secure professional camera equipment to 
virtually any surface 

• Versatile:  Mount compact DSLR and mirrorless 
cameras, flashes, video lights or any device weighing 
less than 3 kg (6.6 lbs) with a ¼”-20 tripod mount 

• Strong:  Holds devices weighing up to 3 kg (6.6 lbs) 

• Stable:  Rubberized ring and foot grips provide 
enhanced stability in difficult terrain 

• Durable:  Japanese medical-grade ABS plastic and 
German TPE for firm, secure joints  

• Patented:  Often copied, never duplicated 

BallHead 3K 

• Precise:  360° panning bed and 90° tilt and bubble level 
for optimal position control 

• Versatile:  Use quick release clip to mount DSLR and 
mirrorless cameras, flashes or video lighting or any 
other ¼”-20 device  weighing under 3 kg (6.6 lbs) 

• Modular:  Works with JOBY pro-level accessories, 
including GripTight PRO Mounts, GorillaPod Arms and 
Hub Adapter that allow for mounting GoPro adapters, 
flash clips, lighting and microphones 

New!	Lightweight	Tripod	Kit	for	Photography,	Cinematography	&	Vlogging	

Replaces:	Gorillapod	SLR-Zoom	+	Ballhead	



		

Features & Benefits 

GorillaPod 5K Stand 
•  Flexible:  Grip it.  Wrap it.  Stand it.  Wrappable legs allow 

you to secure professional camera equipment to virtually any 
surface 

• Versatile:  Professional camera equipment weighing up to 5 
kg (11 lbs) with a ¼”-20 tripod mount 

• Strong:  Holds devices weighing up to 5 kg (11 lbs) 

• Stable:  Over two dozen leg joints with rubberized ring and 
foot grips allow you to bend and rotate 360° for increased 
stability in difficult terrain 

• Durable:  Anodized aluminum construction delivers durability 
and smooth movement 

• Patented:  Often copied, never duplicated 

BallHead 5K 
• Versatile:  Mount pro-level DSLRs, strobes, flash or video 

lighting, microphone, Pico projector, speaker or any other    
¼”-20 device weighing less than 5 kg (11 lbs) or ⅜” mount 
with included adapter 

• Efficient:  Arca-Swiss system compatible quick release plate 
stays connected to camera for instant set-up  

•   Accurate:  Numbered scale on base lets you accurately 
repeat 360° pans, secondary knob locks pan separately 

• Modular:  Works with JOBY pro-level accessories, including 
GripTight PRO Mounts, GorillaPod Arms and Hub Adapter 
that allow for mounting GoPro adapters, flash clips, lighting 
and microphones 

• Stable:  Locking adjustment knob easily locks BallHead 5K 
into place 

GorillaPod™ 5K Kit 

Built for the Pro.  Machined 
aluminum GorillaPod plus precision-
engineered ball head with Arca-
Swiss® compatible quick release 
plate.  Can be configured for still 
photography, cinematography, 
vlogging or live streaming in 3 
modes: grip, wrap or stand.  
Supports professional cameras and 
devices weighing up to 11 lbs. 
 
Designed for: Professional full-
frame DSLR cameras, strobes, 
videography, vlogging, live streaming 
and any other device with a ¼”-20 
mount that weight under 11 pounds 

Connection: ¼”-20 standard tripod 
mount
 
Materials: Machined Aluminum, 
proprietary ABS Plastic, Stainless 
Steel, TPE, Rubber 

Colors: New! Black/Charcoal/Red
 
Product Weight: 26.06oz /739g

Weight Capacity: 5kg 
 
Product Dimensions 
(WxDxH) 6.50 x 6.50 x 38.50cm 

Manufacture Warranty  
One Year Warranty

 

New!	Tripod	Kit	for	Professional	Camera	Equipment	

Replaces:	Gorillapod	Focus	+	Ballhead	X	



		

Features & Benefits 

GorillaPod™ 1K Stand 

Premium grade ABS GorillaPod 
supports mirrorless cameras, lights 
and speakers weighing up to 2.2 
lbs.  Can be configured for still 
photography, cinematography, 
vlogging or live streaming in 3 
modes: grip, wrap or stand. 
 
Designed for: Mirrorless cameras, 
flashes, speakers and video lights 
or any device with a ¼”-20 mount 
that weighs under 2.2 pounds 

Connection: ¼”-20 standard tripod 
mount
 
Materials: Proprietary ABS Plastic, 
Stainless Steel, TPE 

Colors: New! Black/Charcoal
 
Product Weight: 5.11oz /145g

Weight Capacity: 1kg 
 
Product Dimensions 
(WxDxH) 5.0 x 5.0 x 21.0 cm 

Manufacture Warranty  
One Year Warranty

 

• Flexible:  Wrappable legs allow you 
to secure professional camera 
equipment to virtually any surface 

• Versatile:  Mount mirrorless cameras, 
flashes, speakers, video lights or any 
device weighing less than 1 kg (2.2 
lbs) with a ¼”-20 tripod mount 

• Portable:  Compact & lightweight for 
easy transport in pocket, handbag or 
backpack 

• Strong:  Holds devices weighing up 
to 1 kg (2.2 lbs) 

• Stable:  Rubberized ring and foot 
grips provide enhanced stability in 
difficult terrain 

• Durable:  Over 100 plastic 
compounds tested to identify the best 
material for optimal feel and reliability 

• Patented:  Often copied, never 
duplicated 

 

New!	JOBY’s	Most	Compact	Stand	for	Pro	Mobile	Content	Creators	

New	SKU:	now	a	stand-alone	product	



		

Features & Benefits 

GorillaPod™ 3K Stand 

Premium grade ABS GorillaPod 
supports DSLR/mirrorless 
cameras, lights, speakers or any 
device weighing up to 6.6 lbs.  Can 
be configured for still photography, 
cinematography, vlogging or live 
streaming in 3 modes: grip, wrap 
or stand.  
 
Designed for: DSLR cameras, 
flashes and video lights or any 
device with a ¼”-20 mount that 
weighs under 6.6 pounds 

Connection: ¼”-20 standard 
tripod mount
 
Materials: Proprietary ABS 
Plastic, Stainless Steel, TPE 

Colors: New! Black/Charcoal
 
Product Weight: 8.71oz /247g

Weight Capacity: 3kg 
 
Product Dimensions 
(WxDxH) 6.0 x 6.0 x 24.0 cm 

Manufacture Warranty  
One Year Warranty

 

• Flexible:  Wrappable legs allow you 
to secure professional camera 
equipment to virtually any surface 

• Versatile:  Mount compact DSLR 
cameras, flashes, video lights or any 
device weighing up to 3 kg (6.6 lbs) 
with a ¼”-20 tripod mount 

• Strong:  Holds devices weighing up 
to 3 kg (6.6 lbs 

• Stable:  Rubberized ring and foot 
grips provide enhanced stability in 
difficult terrain 

• Durable:  Japanese medical-grade 
ABS plastic and German TPE for 
firm, secure joints 

• Patented:  Often copied, never 
duplicated 

 

New!	Professional,	Lightweight	Tripod	for	DSLR	Cameras	up	to	3kg	

Replaces:	GorillaPod	SLR-Zoom	



		

Features & Benefits 

GorillaPod™ 5K Stand 

Built for the Pro.  Machined 
aluminum GorillaPod supports 
professional cameras weighing up 
to 11 lbs.  Can be configured for 
still photography, cinematography, 
vlogging or live streaming in 3 
modes: grip, wrap or stand. 
 
Designed for: Professional 
DSLR cameras, videography, 
vlogging and live streaming 

Connection: ¼”-20 standard 
tripod mount
 
Materials: Proprietary ABS 
Plastic, Machined Aluminum, 
Stainless Steel, TPE 

Colors: New! Black/Charcoal
 
Product Weight: 17oz / 482g

Weight Capacity: 5kg 
 
Product Dimensions 
(WxDxH) 6.50 x 6.50 x 38.50cm 

Manufacture Warranty  
One Year Warranty

 

• Flexible:  Wrappable legs allow 
you to secure professional 
camera equipment to virtually 
any surface 

• Versatile:  Professional camera 
equipment weighing up to 5 kg 
(11 lbs) with a ¼”-20 tripod 
mount 

• Strong:  Holds devices weighing 
up to 5 kg (11 lbs) 

• Stable:  Over two dozen leg 
joints with rubberized ring and 
foot grips allow you to bend and 
rotate 360° for increased stability 
in difficult terrain 

• Durable:  Anodized aluminum 
construction delivers durability 
and smooth movement 

• Patented:  Often copied, never 
duplicated 

New!	Our	Most	Advanced	Pro-Grade	Tripod	

Replaces:	GorillaPod	Focus	



		

Features & Benefits 

BallHead™ 1K 

Compact ball head supports 
compact mirrorless cameras and 
devices weighing up to 2.2 lbs. 
 
Designed for: Mirrorless 
cameras, flashes and video lights 
or any device with a ¼”-20 mount 
that weighs under 2.2 pounds 

Connection: ¼”-20 standard 
tripod mount
 
Materials: Anodized Aluminum, 
ABS Plastic, Stainless Steel, TPE 

Colors: New! Black/Charcoal
 
Product Weight: 1.8oz / 51g

Weight Capacity: 1kg 
 
Product Dimensions 
(WxDxH) 2.75 x 4.50 x 6.00 cm 

Manufacture Warranty  
One Year Warranty

 

• Precise:  360° panning bed and 
90° tilt for optimal position control 

• Versatile:  Mount compact 
mirrorless cameras, strobes, flash 
or video lighting, microphone, Pico 
projector, speaker or any other 
¼”-20 device weighing under 2.2 
lbs 

• Modular:  Works with JOBY pro-
level accessories, including 
GripTight PRO Mounts, GorillaPod 
Arms and Hub Adapter that allow 
for mounting GoPro adapters, 
flash clips, lighting and 
microphones 

• Evolved Design:  Removable mini 
ball head can be used on 
GorillaPod 1K Stand or standard 
tripod with ¼”-20 mount 

NEW!		Compact	Ball	Head	for	GorillaPod	1K		

New	SKU:	now	a	stand-alone	product	



		

Features & Benefits 

BallHead™ 3K 

Precision engineered ball head 
with quick release clip and 
bubble level.  Supports DSLR/
mirrorless cameras and devices 
weighing up to 6.6 lbs. 
 
Designed for: DSLR cameras, 
flashes and video lights or any 
device with a ¼”-20 mount that 
weighs under 6.6 pounds. 

Connection: ¼”-20 Standard 
Tripod Mount
 
Materials: Anodized Aluminum, 
ABS Plastic, Stainless Steel, TPE 

Colors: New! Black/Charcoal/Red
 
Product Weight: 5.07oz / 144g

Weight Capacity: 3kg 
 
Product Dimensions 
(WxDxH) 6.50 x 6.00 x 7.00 cm 

Manufacture Warranty  
One Year Warranty

 

• Evolved Design:  Features a 
quick release plate and bubble 
level that can be used on 
GorillaPod 3K or any tripod with a 
¼”-20 mount 

• Precise:  360° panning bed and 
90° tilt for optimal position control 

• Versatile:  Mount DSLR and 
mirrorless cameras, flashes or 
video lighting or any other ¼”-20 
device  weighing under 3 kg (6.6 
lbs) 

• Modular:  Works with JOBY pro-
level accessories, including 
GripTight PRO Mounts, GorillaPod 
Arms and Hub Adapter that allow 
for mounting GoPro adapters, 
flash clips, lighting and 
microphones 

Precision	Engineered	Ball	Head	for	GorillaPod	3K		
	

Replaces:	Ballhead	for	SLR-Zoom	



		

Features & Benefits 

BallHead™ 5K 

Built for the Pro.  Precision 
engineered ball head with Arca-
Swiss® compatible quick release 
plate.  Supports professional 
cameras and devices weighing up 
to 11 lbs. 
 
Designed for: Professional full-
frame DSLR cameras, strobes, 
videography, vlogging, live 
streaming and any other device 
with a ¼”-20 mount that weight 
under 11 pounds. 

Connection: ¼”-20 standard 
tripod mount
 
Materials: Machined Aluminum, 
ABS Plastic, Stainless Steel, 
TPE, Rubber 

Colors: New! Black/Charcoal/
Red
 
Product Weight: 5.07oz / 144g

Weight Capacity: 5kg 
 
Product Dimensions 
(WxDxH) 6.50 x 6.50 x 8.50 cm 

Manufacture Warranty  
One Year Warranty

 

• Evolved Design:  Features 360° 
panning bed and 90° tilt for optimal 
position control, perfect for portrait or 
landscape shots, an Arca-Swiss 
system compatible quick release 
plate for quick set-up and numbered 
scale to accurately replicate angles 

• Versatile:  Mount pro-level DSLRs, 
strobes, flash or video lighting, 
microphone, Pico projector, speaker 
or any other ¼”-20 device weighing 
less than 5 kg (11 lbs) or ⅜” mount 
with included adapter 

• Efficient:  Arca-Swiss system 
compatible quick release plate stays 
connected to camera for instant set-
up  

• Accurate:  Numbered scale on base 
lets you accurately repeat 360° pans, 
secondary knob locks pan separately 

• Modular:  Works with JOBY pro-level 
accessories, including GripTight PRO 
Mounts, GorillaPod Arms and Hub 
Adapter that allow for mounting 
GoPro adapters, flash clips, lighting 
and microphones 

• Stable:  Locking adjustment knob 
easily locks Ballhead 5k into place 

REDESIGNED!		Our	Most	Advanced	Professional	Grade	Ball	Head	for	GorillaPod	5K	

Replaces:	Ballhead	X	



		

Features & Benefits 

GripTight™  

Action Kit 

The GripTight Action Kit holds 
smartphones and action 
cameras on our GorillaPod 500 
stand via an integrated pin-joint 
mount. Use mount and stand 
together or separately. Includes 
Bluetooth®  Impulse remote! 

Connection   
Pin-joint
 
Materials  
Durable ABS plastic, TPE grip 
pads, stainless steel

Colors
Black/Charcoal
 
Product Weight 
124 g / 0.27 lbs

Weight Capacity: 500g 
 
Product Dimensions 
(WxDxH)  
6.8 x 4.9 x 24 cm  
2.68 x 1.93 x 9.45 in 

Manufacture Warranty  
One Year Warranty
 

•  Fits most smartphones, with or without 
a case, 56 - 91mm 

•  Locking lever clamps phone securely 
within the TPE grip-pads 

• Cold shoe adapter allows you to attach 
accessories such as microphone or 
LED light  

• Action Oriented: Features integrated 
pin-joint mount and long GoPro style 
thumb screw to mount action cameras 
like the GoPro Session, GoPro Hero 5 
and small format 360 cameras 

•  Flexible: Grip it.  Wrap it.  Stand it.  
Wrappable joints secure device to 
objects and position camera at any 
angle for the best perspective 

• Portable: Weighs just under three 
ounces.  Features folding legs that 
make it super-portable and easy to 
carry in a pocket, handbag, tote, 
backpack or point-and-shoot camera 
bag 

• Durable: Over 100 plastic compounds 
tested to identify the best material for 
optimal feel and reliability 

• Removable Impulse remote shutter is 
certified Bluetooth for Android and IOS 
devices.  Works up to 90 feet from 
phone. 
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GorillaPod	500	
Ac2on	

New size! Lightweight, locking and ready for action  
 



		

Features & Benefits 

GorillaPod® 500  
Action  

Our NEW GorillaPod 500 is 
optimized for action cameras!  
Still lightweight and compact, 
GorillaPod 500 Action supports 
devices up to one pound (500 
grams) in weight.  

Designed for  
GoPro and other pin-joint 
mounted action cameras.  

Connection   
Pin-joint
 
Materials  
Durable ABS plastic, TPE grip 
pads, stainless steel

Colors
Black/Charcoal
 
Product Weight 
83 g / 0.18 lbs

Weight Capacity: 500g

Product Dimensions 
(WxDxH)  
6.5 x 3.5 x 18.5 cm  
2.56 x 1.38 x 7.28 in 

Manufacture Warranty  
One Year Warranty
 

• Action Oriented: Features 
integrated pin-joint mount and 
long GoPro style thumb screw to 
mount action cameras like the 
GoPro Session, GoPro Hero 5 
and small format 360 cameras 

• Flexible: Grip it.  Wrap it.  Stand 
it.  Wrappable joints secure 
device to objects and position 
camera at any angle for the best 
perspective 

• Portable: Weighs just under 
three ounces.  Features folding 
legs that make it super-portable 
and easy to carry in a pocket, 
handbag, tote, backpack or point-
and-shoot camera bag 

• Durable: Over 100 plastic 
compounds tested to identify the 
best material for optimal feel and 
reliability 

New size!  
Optimized for Action Cameras 


